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Theme: Space e The Solar System 

Earth Is one of the eight planets In our solar system. All eight planets go 
round (orbit) the sun. The sun Is the biggest obfect In our solar system. 
The smallest planet Is Mercury and It Is closest to the sun. The biggest 
planet Is Jupiter. The planet that shines the brlQhtest Is Venus. The 
biggest volcano In our solar system Is on the planet Mars. The lightest 
planet Is Saturn and It has rings round It. The planet Neptune Is blue and 
Is farthest away from the sun. The planet Uranus rolls round the sun on 
Its side. The planet Earth spins round the sun. 
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t} Nome the planets. Start with the planet that is closest to the sun. 
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0 Reod the clue about each p lanet. Write the correct name. 
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1. This planet 11 a lovely blue colour: ___________ _ 

2. We llv• on this planet: _______________ _ 

3. This planet Is closest to the sun: _ _ __ 

4. This Is the biggest planet: __ 

5. Thia planet rolls round the sun on Its side: ________ _ 

6. This planet has the blQgest volcano: 

7. This planet shines the brightest: __ _ 

8. There are rings round this planet: ___________ _ 
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Theme: Space llJ Earth, Moon and Sun 

The moon travels round Earth. Earth 
travels round the sun. Whlle Earth Is 
troveHlno, It Is also splnnlno. This Is 1how 
we oet day and nloht. 

0 Write the missing words. Use each word box. 
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( doy sphere night sun spinning ) 

Earth Is round Ilk• a ball. We call this shape 
a _____ .• Earth travels round the 
_ __ one• every year. While Earth Is 
trovelll09, It Is also ___ ____ . 

Earth makes on• full spin every 24 hours. 
This olves us dau and nloht on Earth. It Is 
______ time on the port of Earth that 
Is facing the sun. It Is _ _ ___ time 
on the port of Earth that Is not faclno the 

sphere moon smaller Earth 

The moon Is also a ________ , but 

It II a lot than Earth. 

We see ontu the port of the moon that 
Is llt by tihe sun. Sometimes we see a full 
moon and sometimes we Just see port of 
the • The moon travels round 

_ once every 2& da\lS, 

( .... __ he_ o, __ b_i9_9_er __ s_to~r __ sp11er __ e __ _,.) 

Uk• Earth and the moon, the sun Is also 
a ________ ,but It Is much, 
much _____ than them. The sun Is 
a _____ . It gives out _____ _ 

and llght. 
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